Hokies' Rod Griffin Rats It Away From Bucket
Hokies' Phil Thomsen (44) Miss In A Scoring Attempt

Tech, Deacons Almost Burn Down the House

By JERRY RATLIFF
Sports Editor
VIRGINIA S lgUJ 1 011.1
N.C.—Charle% Brown thought the game should have never gone into overtime.
While that was Virginia Tech's sentiment, the game still ended in overtime.

"[The] overtime was a result of Wake Forest's seventh ranked Wake Forest went in an extra period half time today. The first half's score was 66-64, with Wake Forest leading.

By Jeff Brown, oil and his coach, was anticlimactic. fermented in a mid-40s cold wind.
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Tech had a 14-2 lead on a one-handed follow through dunk shot by reserve center Joe Tider, which tied the game at 70-70.

Deacons coach Chips Thoske, who had been 21 points in the game, exchanged baskets with Griffin, then led a 72-70 lead.

Brown, after forcing Griffin to a jump shot, was pumped up.
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